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INTERVIEWER You are

BIENSTOCK From Kalish.

INTERVIEWER Your name

BIENSTOCK Rose Bienstock.

INTERVIEWER And is that your married name

or-

BIENSTOCK Married.

INTERVIEWER What is your maiden name

BIENSTOCK Moscovitz.

INTERVIEWER And you were born

BIENSTOCK Kalish.

INTERVIEWER What date.

BIENSOCK 1911 22nd of November.

INTERVIEWER And who was in your family

BIENSTOCK Three children. One is from Poland.

INTERVIEWER Its all right.

BIENSTOCK And is from Pakistan and one is

from Stuttgart Germany.

INTERVIEWER Are they there
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BIENSTOCK have all the three with me. And

they graduate. One is Bachelor of Arts one is an

economist and they are married. have five

grandchildren.

INTERVIEWER And were they born where

BIENSTOCK One in Poland.

INTERVIEWER Oh see.

BIENSTOCK One have here. He was--when the

war broke out and the other one is from-who is

Pakistan and the third one is in Stuttgart.

INTERVIEWER So you had three children in three

different places.

BIENSTOCK Yes.

INTERVIEWER Tell me about your village in

Poland. Is it village town what

BIENSTOCK town 80 thousand of citizens and

it was about 23000 Jewish people.

INTERVIEWER And where is this town in relation

to Warsaw

BIENSTOCK Its very north. To Warsaw was 400

miles and it was from the German border about 50 mile.

Thats why they came first to us.

INTERVIEWER And what happened when they came

to you

BIENSTOCK Its--the second day they knocked

on the door.
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INTERVIEWER What year was this

BIENSTOCK 1937. 1938. It was just the second

third year of the war. They came and they knocked on the

door and my husband opened and they gave him with

chair on there they beat him up. And they take him in

seven Gestapo and they knocked in all the walls because

my husband is furrier and we had another store in the

house for-and fur for the German was like to give their

life for our life. They knocked all the walls they

dIdnt find nothing just what was in the other room. And

then after about one and half hour they start--my

baby was in bed. had big bed and my cousin came to

look for her boyfriend from lodge and she was also In my

bed and was in bed was scared to go out.

And they start to tell--after an hour half

hour they start to tell my husband to go into the bed

and to make--to make um sex with me. One of them opened

this and he took battery-

INTERVIEWER battery

BIENSTOCK battery to see how this worked

and start to scream. knew that they will-they will

urn kill. So came from very Hassidic parents so they

just--one saw-I had long hair and start to--so said

kill me kill all of us all of you go. And was

educated in German also spoke very good German. had

brother and sister which had three sisters she was
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the fourth one and had three brothers eleven

grandchildren. Three of them one was in London she was

studying as nurse and two were--there were urn

quoting Hitler and the German let them go one child

from each to Israel.

They went to Israel and they live. My nephew

was consulate in Switzerland they have family of

them and the others are in Tel Aviv also. To live

INTERVIEWER So you came from an educated

family

BIENSTOCK Right. Thats the way. Whenever

wake in the morning three weeks couldnt eat and

sleep. said have to go we have to go with the

baby. So we took the baby went out with men which tok

the bagash little -- little parcel from four and

half rooms beautiful its--its not that everybody was

rich. wasnt rich or very comfortable. was working

was business lady with my husband.

So that little parcel they catch me and him

because he was beside me and my husband went to Warsaw

didnt know where he is because from right away they

start to kill or to take them and it was cartering

and market and they had all the young people.

So especially the men they torture. So my

husband let me and this--they took me to the Gestapo

with that man. That man was trembling very poor. We
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havent got cars like this or something so they took me

to the Gestapo and they start to scream at me my baby in

my hand and that little parcel. It was few things for

my baby. And had the coat on and few things for me

to sleep. Not shoes nothing whatever had only.

So they said German language dialogue.

So once did they said German language.

It was an older German they werent so bad. The young

bandits the young 17 18 20 25 bandits. dont know

where the culture like this.

On the way back he bought chocolate for my

child and he said German language.

INTERVIEWER Make sure that you come.

BIENSTOCK No away.

INTERVIEWER Oh run away.

BIENSTOCK Run. Run he said as he told me

this and run. Because of this its no life anyways

so said will run and took my baby. This is

small opposite what want to mention. Always to

somebody to know to the children its shame. have

lot to say.

INTERVIEWER Say it. Say it.

BIENSTOCK Its too much.

INTERVIEWER It isnt. If you can say it

whats important.

BIENSTOCK No its not that--I went--at the
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Loridge and there was Yom Kippor.

INTERVIEWER Who was in Loridge

BIENSTOCK Lovich.

INTERVIEWER Lovich. Who was there

INTERVIEWER No we run buy food. with baby

on my hand and my husband with two girls. didnt left

him there so said whatever will be and we run by

walking. We start to walk.

INTERVIEWER Wait minute. When did you

husband come back

BIENSTOCK No no.

INTERVIEWER You said he went to Warsaw.

BIENSTOCK He was in Warsaw and we run. We

didnt know where he is but we run so until about 60

miles fom Warsaw and there was Yom Kippor and there

was--the worst-because they want to take Warsaw so

theres more and too because they want to take Warsaw

they make it worse terrible not to sleep not to live

nothing. It was Yom Kippor. My baby starts to--he wants

to go to bed or he wants to eat or not eat and we

stayed outside because inside was worse.

INTERVIEWER Outside of where Warsaw

BIENSTOCK Outside from the house. We went

outside because inside the fire or something you can

go nowhere. So we--and in the morning it was about 600

and the bombs were zzzzzzzzzzzzz and here with the
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baby in Lovich. They burn most of the houses.

So in the morning said we start to go back

because there they didnt bomb anymore in the back just

in the front to Warsaw so we start to go home really

we walked and we walked.

INTERVIEWER How did you get food for the baby

BIENSTOCK What food In every town--we walked

maybe had something in one house felt bomb but

had somethng big bag with my silver and little bit

of jewelry and as the bomb hit the house run out

left everything. As we start to walk one German again

the same went by walking with two horses. He said take

that woman. He couldnt stand anymore that version

of--of--of human beings it was terrible until from

Lovich to Loridge had an enter it was about 150

miles we walk night day night day.

INTERVIEWER Just you and your baby walk

INTERVIEWER And the two girls and the two

girls. Oh yes was walking lot of people just--we

walked beside until we come to Loridge to my uncles.

They were also everything taken from them and they had

also five children not one left. Nobody. 200 people.

INTERVIEWER In that family

BIENSTOCK In that whole family. My mother and

my father and we one day we get wagon and we

went-have you got Kleenex please
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INTERVIEWER Here let me. You were at your

uncles house.

BIENSTOCK We decide to go to our town to

Kalish and we went by wagon like this. We came home

and we stood in our-oh couldnt anymore. After few

days start to go again. Inbetween my husband came

home from Warsaw which they torture him also and

my--sigh. dont know. Its long story to convey

because its really really too-

INTERVIEWER Its all right.

BIENSTOCK So we took our goods--they didnt

take everything and we went to Turich. It was small

town where my husbands uncle lived. We went there it

was worse and one night said Im not staying here

Im taking my baby. You want to stay stay. Im going to

go away.

My mother in law wants to take the baby

because my parents went to Israel in 1934. They used to

live in Maya Shoreim but they died very very Hassidic

people they went with the rabbi. So said Im not

staying. You want to go whoever. So we went. We went

and we went so far until Vlordeva.

INTERVIEWER Where is that

BIENSTOCK This is near the brook to cross the

border.

INTERVIEWER To
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BIENSTOCK Russia. And my husband said also we

went together we came there it was terrible. spoke

as said German. Whatever-some family took me in with

my baby. paid but they were--Id see find people

very fine people and they loved us. And as it happened

something in that little town they come to me like to

rabbi that have to go and talk or inbetween. My husband

took the baby and went across the border and left

because we didnt have nothing with us. So thought

maybe it will getting quiet go home and maybe find

something.

So my husband crossed the border to Russia and

it was fine. He paid for--smuggling. Was smuggling.

INTERVIEWER How did you carry money with you

BIENSTOCK We had warm--a warm--a teapot you

know And inside in this we put in little bit of

money whatever we had cashed because with furs and

others we couldnt get through so left there. The one

person which gave me that house he had brother and he

was working with the Gestapo and he knew that left

lot of fur. It was before the season and we prepared

lot of fur and he said Mrs. Bienstock how it be

give you German soldier and go to your town and you can

bring everything here.

So said little bit my husband was not

anymore there and was scared but he talked me so much
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into said okay. So before go to Warsaw and have

the address where my brothers and sisters and nieces and

nephews are. If my brother would say okay its okay.

Inbetween as went with that soldier said what

will have will have just for them to do that to make

them richer. For me come to my town the Polacks will

kill me. They were very very anti-Semitic. Horrible.

Inbetween went to my brothers and sister on

the-

INTERVIEWER With the soldier.

BIENSTOCK In Warsaw and went up and all

the time-I was one night there and all the time hear

Polish language and they said No its not true. They

come to sell people clothes and some food. And hear

just this. said listen to my brother very educated

very--oh and the children small children. said Come

with me. have here German soldier. We can give him

something. He will bring you to that town because we

are not allowed with an armband to travel. So with him

can bring everybody. So no my sister in law said No
am not going to Russia. They are dirty and they havent

got what to eat. There they havent got anymore

either.

So said havent got nothing left. My

husband was across and Im going and the others was

mad at me because didnt go with them to bring back my
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husband with the baby and said no Im not doing this.

went down to the German where he was and

said you know what. heard that everything the Germans

took and Im not going to Kalish. Im going back to

Vlordava with you. He was just messenger he said okay.

went back. The one which stood he had one son. He

was so gorgeous what can tell you. The best actor in

the world was not so good looking like him. And they

said if they had any trouble with the Jewish people

they will kill or something somebody they will hang the

nicest and best looking men in town. And you think that

they didnt hang him couldnt take anymore.

INTERVIEWER They hung your nephew

BIENSTOCK No that--the people which took me

in they hung him. Once--I couldnt take anymore. stood

little bit longer and said Listen am not

staying. So the women was with me or the men didnt let

me go. Whenever said tomorrow he said no. He showed up

in the house he said You are not going. You are

staying with us. said cant. have to go. And

what was the women hugged me. One Saturday night he was

at synagogue or somewhere. packed everything and

left with two Ukranian women. couldnt walk not like

the Ukranians so couldnt walk. So they said--and

had just like leather-

INTERVIEWER Coat Jacket
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BIENSTOCK No no package.

INTERVIEWER bundle

BIENSTOCK Like bundle and they start to

talk in Ukranian. didnt know not Russia not Ukrane

just Polish and German and Jewish and things so they

said we will let her here because we never do the way.

understood little bit and said if you left me in

Medloftebrok start to scream. You go and go. You

know in such thing its
INTERVIEWER Yes.

BIENSTOCK So they were scared and had that

little package with leather straps and .1 said will

lie on this and you just--how do you say--carry me on

the snow because they snow was up to here. couldnt

walk.

INTERVIEWER It was up to your waist.

BIENSTOCK Up to my waist. It was winter. So

was-as soon they came to the end of the brook they left

me and was in trouble. Couldnt go not there not

there didnt know what to do. And here starts to be

the day they like and the Germans it was between

little bit they let me and start to run. And say

what do now. start to take that parcel and go and

carry until come up hill with snow slippery until

come there went by man. said Please push me to--

had friend the other side they had pharmacy.
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came back from Kurat in German in Poland eight days

before the war. was six weeks in Starnitza like

queen in the best hotel. And then have to run.

They took me to the Russian milice police.

INTERVIEWER To the Russian what

BIENSTOCK Milice like the Russian where they

have the--oh jail.

INTERVIEWER Oh police.

BIENSTOCK Police or this was before the jail.

They didnt talk nothing. They let me in room where it

was to here water. All there was is bench and sit on

the bench. saw it was morning and start to knock on

the door why scream why in Polish. So they open

the door about 900 or 1000 and they let me out. They

saw was wearing fur coat inside the fur.

INTERVIEWER Fur lined.

BIENSTOCK was dressed. Its pity havent

got the pictures. So they start to take off my buttons.

They thought that there is gold on the buttons. They took

all the buttons off. They didnt find nothing because

didnt even think of it and they start to take me there

woman start to look after me and look have nothing.

The next day they take us to the--it was

jail in Poland which was--if they would have they would

kill the president. 110 women in one room no sitting

place no staying little bit one on another. They put
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in water big bottle of water and big bottle to pee.

Excuse for expression.

After 17 days girls were there for three

months or four months. Me they start to ask me and 12 or

14 days ask me for my biography my past. That was about

four times they called me and had boyfriend. He was

in love with me he was pharmacist he has there

drugstore on the other side. Thats why went there

because he helped us lot with my husband and child and

he helped us so much that for me he would do anything.

So they took us to them. As we walked to the jail to

take us there there was Russian soldier which he took

us young one and start to talk to him in Polish

do you know this and this man they have pharmacy they

have daughter and son. He said yes. Tell him that

am here tell him that they brought me there. And he

was they put in Polish they said Polish language

END OF TAPE.


